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What is corruption?
• corruption is commony defined as the an abuse of public 

agents: “misuse of public power for private benefits” 
(definition of Transparency International)

• Misuse in what sense? The problem of singling out the 
standards against which this violation can be assessed. 
Corruption imply a violation of…

a. legal norms 
b. public opinion
c. public interest

Different criteria imply a different detection(and sanctioning) 
procedures for corrupt practices

There is a risk of conceptual stretching (corruption encompassing 
embezzlement, favoritism, nepotism, clientelism, vote-buying, 
fraud, extortion, etc.) 



A principal-agent model of corruption 
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In a principal/agent perspective corruption can be defined as:
(i) the illegal and therefore hidden violation of an explicit or 

implicit contract 
(ii) that states a delegation of responsibility from a principal 

to an agent, who has the legal authority, as well as official 
and informal obligation, to use his discretionary power, 
capacity and information in pursuing principal’s interests,

(iii) which occurs when the agent abuse entrusted authority in 
the use of these resources, which – thruogh bribery – may 
be used in a (corrupt) transaction

(iv) with a client (the briber), from which the agent receives 
as a rewards a quantity of money – the bribe – or other 
valuable resources. 

In political and bureaucratic corruption, moreover:
(va) the principal is the state, the corrupted is a public agent 

(a politician, a bureaucrat, …);
while in private corruption:
(vb) the principal is a private actor or organization, the 

corrupted is a private agent.



• C=M+D+H+A (The Klitgaard’s formula, 
integrated by della Porta and Vannucci)

The level of Corruption is proportional to 
Monopoly (the number of monopolistic 
positions both in the public and in the private 
sector, implying the creation of economic 
rents), plus Discretion (the power to decide 
how to allocate rents), plus Hidden 
information (the capacity to use confidential 
information to influence the allocation of 
rents), minus Accountability (the effectiveness 
of state and social monitoring of agents’ 
conduct) 



Snowball effects. The more 
widespread is corruption …

• the lesser are the risks of being denounced by 
those who decide to engage in illegal practices 

• the lower the perceived moral barriers and 
social stigma of corruption 

• the higher the cost to be paid by those who 
try to remain honest

• the easier the search for a reliable partner



• Multiple equilibria – with ample variations in 
level of corruption – are then possible in 
similar institutional settings, reflecting 
divergent beliefs and reciprocal adaptation of 
choices and preferences: “people may have 
similar values, within and across societies, and 
similar institutional structures and yet, for 
accidental reasons, end up in different 
equilibria” (Elster 1989)

• One of the dilemmas of anti-corruption policy: 
how to induce a “jump” from high to low-
corruption equilibria?



Network of systemic corruption (party-centered – «mani pulite» style)
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Networks of systemic corruption – polycentric enforcement – post-mani pulite
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From Eurobarometer 470, 2017





From Special Flash Eurobarometer 457 – 
2017 (companies)











More corruption, more inefficiencies in 
bureaucracy (red-tapes, costs, complexity)



More corruption, less trust in public 
institutions



More corruption, less enterprises investement in 
innovation, research and development



More corruption, less innovative labor 
force (fewer researchers)



More corruption, higher density of 
lawyer in the population



More corruption, lower rates of 
education



More corruption, more brain-drain



“Red flags” in European tenders















No straightforward formula, no optimal set of norms, 
institutions and policies can be generally applied as a 
parameter for the evaluation of policies against bribery. 
Every society, organization, decision-making process 
should find an elusive amalgam of anti-corruption 
measures and tools.

In spite of its intrinsic difficulties and potential failures, the 
fight against corruption encompasses a fundamental 
symbolic value in itself, especially in democratic countries. 
The spread of corruption within a democratic regime, in 
fact, implies the corruption of virtually all basic democratic 
principles. The preservation of an anti-corruption stance 
within the public sphere entails then a shared 
commitment towards the possibility to improve the quality 
of public life, the persistence of trust in the potentiality of 
a democratic system to reform itself.



The vicious circle: ”ineffectivess of anticorruption 
tools and citizen’s mistrust in public institutions

Mistrust in institutions

and political leaders, lack

of social mobilitization

Perception of widespread orruption «Top-down», ineffective 
anticorruption policies

Ineffectiveness of reforms

due to lack of societal and political

control on their implementation



The virtuous circle: mobilitization “bottom-up” in formulation of 
anticorruption and trust in public institutions

more effective societal and political control
on the implementation of 
anticorruption tools

Bottom-up involvement of citizens in positive expectations and the 
formulation of anticorruption beliefs on the effectiveness reforms 
and tools of anticorruption policies

increased trust in public
institutions and political leaders



Allegory of «good government» 
(Ambrogio Lorenzetti – 1338-1339)



Some bibliographic advice…
• Della Porta and Vannucci, Corrupt exchanges, Aldine de 

Gruyter 1999
• Della Porta and Vannucci, The hidden order of 

corruption, Ashgate, 2012
• Rose-Ackerman, Corruption and government, CUP 1999
• Graf Lambsdorff, The Institutional Economics of 

Corruption and Reform, CUP 2007
• Fishman and Golden, Corruption: What Everyone Needs 

to Know, OUP, 2017
• Picci, L. and Vannucci, A., Lo Zen e l’arte della lotta alla 

corruzione, Altreconomia, 2018
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